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Service Design Jam

We worked hard on finding a good problem that could lead 
us to a good design. By applying design thinking methods 
and service design approach, we did lots of brainstorming, 
pretotyping and prototyping. Our team won the lollipop prize 
for producing most prototypes in a short time compared to 
other teams. I was involved in user research, user interviews, 
empathy mapping, service blue print, user journey, body 
storming, storyboards, personas, etc.

In this project, I also designed the logo, user flow and the UI 
prototype of our app with Adobe XD. I am happy that I have 
the passion for keeping on learning and trying different tools 
for wire framing and prototyping in various UX projects.

I also have participated in Service Jam 2018 in Copenhagen 
and even pitched our design idea via live streaming to Ghent 
Service Jam in Belgium. I was recently in contact with Global 
Service Jam HQ and plan for launching and organising 
Service Jam Malmö too.




OpenHack

Our team won the best visual experience award in this 
hackathon at IDEON. The focus was to leverage Open 
Source code to solve challenges society faces. We did 
ideation, design, and coding to deliver creative solutions for 
the good of humanity during OpenHack. 

We had a challenge from Arbetsförmedlingen to design and 
develop a graphic visualization of possibilities for job seekers 
using competence matching tools. After ideation and 
brainstorming session we began working in an agile and 
intensive way. I was the only designer in the team and 
responsible for UI/UX and visual design. There was an 
excellent cooperation between design and code section in 
our team which leads to a neat 2D and 3D result at the end. 

I also have participated in OpenHack 2017 at ÅF in Malmö 
and was working with some talented coders in my team. 

We were using Machine Learning for improving the accuracy 
of multiple languages translation of materials in educational 
platform of Khan Academy while saving lots of time and 
money.




Iran TV4  
Channel Identity

In this project, I was responsible for designing the 
visual identity for Iran TV4 to create a brand new 
Channel Identity; including the slogan, redesign of 
the official logo, creating decorated logos based 
on Persian calendar events and a new set of on-
screen UI and detailed layout design. My role 
extended later as the senior design consultant to 
the broadcasting and improving viewers’ visual 
experience.

Later in Sweden, I pursued my passion for TV and 
media via SVTi seminars and workshops at The 
Conference side events inside SVT office at 
Malmö to be updated of latest UX trends in 
television and media industry.



Work experience for 
both small business 
and large business

As a freelance UXer and specialist, I also was 
involved in some confidential projects with big 
brands such as SOS International focusing on 
their Swedish customer's interviews and even 
user testing and user analysis of the website and 
apps of well-known banks such as  Santander and 
Danske Bank.

Besides, I had worked for my clients who were 
running small business or start-ups as well.

For example, Applied Geomatics Sweden AB 
(AGS). I have designed their official logo and was 
involved in UX consulting of their app in early 
stages.



Demokratiappen

I was involved in UX brainstorming and 
concept development sessions of this 
project at Media Evolution City.

My main role in the UI part beside consulting 
was to design the application icon which 
was uploaded to the app store later. The app 
icon represents letter d in the negative 
space, and chosen colors are representing 
the different political parties in the election. It 
was a very good communication experience 
between coders and the design team. 




Stamsång

I have designed an interactive vocal piano 
producing Swedish National Song in 
collaboration with the poet Klas Mathiasson.

I was responsible for UI, UX, and Stamsång 
performance in different phases as it was 
developed in different versions celebrating 6th of 
July. I also was involved in developing and testing 
an iOS app version of it later in Foo Cafe. This 
project was shown in different places as an 
installation experience of cross media featuring 
live performance. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-RpIMO-
Z8M


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9-RpIMO-Z8M
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Drivhuset24 
Öresundsbron 
BROPASS

Our team won the 2nd prize at Drivhuset24 
Malmö to New York competition. Our client was 
Öresundsbron, and we demonstrate an app 
version of Bropass that can help them improve 
their customer experience. I was involved with 
UI and UX and concept development. Alma and 
I were designers of the team and worked in 
agile style together with the rest of our great 
team. We all had a great team work together 
from beginning to pitching, and the client was 
so satisfied that has invited us later to visit and 
discuss the idea further at Öresundsbron office. 
We took an exclusive ride in both Swedish and 
Danish part of the bridge too.



Demola SONY 
XPERIA SIE

Sony Mobile Communications provided this 
project. The focus of project was about 
developing a concept and related business 
case around an android application that 
accomplishes Smart image effects, SIE. The 
main feature of SIE was applying effects on a 
photo in a smart way by analyzing the 
properties of the picture and also the 
relationships that the user has with the people 
in the photo. We had a team of marketing, 
coding, and design. I was part of design team 
and involved in concept development from 
scratch, Lo-Fi and paper prototyping, UX, and 
did final presentation to the audience.



UsTwo UI design hack 
+ Design Tools & other 
workshops

I was part of the UI/UX team and involved in 
developing a random tab plugin which won the 
most surprising award of this UI hack at UsTwo.

Opening a tab in the browser should be like 
walking outside your door, not knowing what 
will happen next. Instead of an empty window 
or ‘most visited’ one, this plugin shows a new 
tab. In this experience, a team of designers and 
developers joined was aiming to make a simple 
UI element using the motto ''create something 
magical.'' Last year again I had participated in 
Design tools workshop at the new office of 
UsTwo as a side event of The Conference with 
my 040x040 friends from Hamburg and Malmö.



IKEA JAYWAY 
Workshop on VR & AR

We worked in smaller groups with ideation, service 
design and concept development focusing on 
what impact the AR and VR technology might 
have on the future of retail asking ourselves:

How can VR/AR technology be used to further 
enhance current business models, and create 
products and services that generate new revenue? 
I was responsible for story telling and prototyping 
the idea of our team while being actively involved 
in concept development and UX part.

Later and before I was invited to JayWay office in 
Malmö to attend their seminars and workshops on 
different topics including IoT, UX, MR, Cloud 
Solutions, AI, and Machine Learning which I have 
actively participated to update my knowledge.



Interaction Design 
Foundation Pinterest 
and LinkedIn

I have created the Pinterest boards of 
Interaction Design Foundation focusing on UI 
and UX boards beside the good design and the 
different IDF courses. The Pinterest account is 
part of IDF official social media channels. 
Besides as a Global Design Ambassador I was 
involved in absorbing new members and 
audience to Interaction Design Foundation 
LinkedIn account by creating interactive 
discussions and posts. I also spotted broken 
links during SEO campaign of IDF on YouTube 
and helped them to modify it to redirect users 
to the right page dedicated to IDF courses.



IDF Malmö  
+IxDA Malmö
IDF Malmö is ranked number #1 among all the 
Interaction Design Foundation local groups in 
Sweden. I started it in 2014 focusing on UX events. 
As the founder and leader of Malmö chapter of 
Interaction Design Foundation, I have hosted, 
facilitated and organized many design events with 
guest speakers following interactive discussions. In 
2018 I was assigned as the country manager of IDF 
and manage all the local groups in Sweden. 

I am also part of IxDA family as the local leader and 
run IxDA Malmö. I have organised  our latest IxDA 
and Sketch workshop joint event at Capgemini, 
Backelite office in Malmö. After my recent trip to 
IxDA 2018 in Lyon, I was in contact with some large 
design companies in Malmö and plan to have more 
IxDA events at their places.



UX Camps & 
Conferences
I have actively participated in many UX Camps and 
could learn a lot about the latest trends of UX, UI, and 
CX from design pioneers and elite speakers. In 2017 I 
also participated at the UXcamp Europe and the 
specific workshop in Berlin as the local leader of IxDA 
Malmö. This retreat followed this year at Lyon, France 
as part of #Interaction18 on a global scale with all IxDA 
local leaders around the world and IxDA board 
members. I had great meetings with representatives of 
some famous prototyping tools there and agreed on 
cooperation in our future design events and workshops 
in Malmö.

This is good news for our members as I already had 
organised Sketch community and now we can explore 
more design tools in our workshops together too.  


